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BASIC-ABSTRACT:
The method involves formation of a number of sensor elements on an insulated

substrate One electrode of each sensor element is made to be a common
electrode ( 1 04) Another electrode of the sensor element is made to the

individual electrode (111) These two electrodes of the sensor element are



After connecting the IC pad with an IC, the substrate is cut along with the

short patterns so that electric connection between electrodes is severed.

ADVANTAGE - Prevents damage to sensor during mfg process due to

generation of

electrostatic force. Improves reliability of sensor. Prevents formation of

crack on substrate during cutting process. Enables effective utilisation of

substrate area.

ABSTRACTED-PUB-NO: US 5985690A

EQUIVALENT-ABSTRACTS: The method involves formation of a number of

sensor

elements on an insulated substrate. One electrode of each sensor element is

made to be a common electrode (1 04). Another electrode of the sensor element

is made to the individual electrode (111). These two electrodes of the sensor

element are pulled out of an original transit area and is connected to a pair

of short patterns (120,121 )
electrically through an IC pad (14).

After connecting the IC pad with an IC, the substrate is cut along with the

short patterns so that electric connection between electrodes is severed.

ADVANTAGE - Prevents damage to sensor during mfg process due to

generation of

electrostatic force. Improves reliability of sensor. Prevents formation of

crack on substrate during cutting process. Enables effective utilisation of

substrate area.
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ABSTRACT:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a semiconductor device having high

yield in a

configuration, capable of stably producing a large-area panel or narrow frame

panel, which reduces the space around the panel to an extremely small size

SOLUTION: On a thin-film transistor(TFT) substrate, on which plural pixels are

composed of plural TFTs. a peripheral wiring Sc connected to a fixed potential

is grounded around the TFT substrate In the semiconductor device havinn thp



pixel on the TFT substrate is composed of a TFT and a photoelectric conversion

element; and bias wiring of the photoelectric conversion element is connected

with driving wiring of the TFT. Then, this device has a slice line for cutting

the TFT substrate around the TFT substrate and peripheral wiring between the

slice line and the TFT.
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